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ABSTRACT
Data from Apollo lunar bistatic radar experiments have been processed to
give probability density functions for surface slopes. These show best
agreement with a Hagfurs scattering law, though data having both gaussian
and exponential characteristics also exist. Surface roughness estimates
range from n° in maria to at least 8° in highlands, values which are appropriate
to 25 m horizontal scales and which are areal averages over tens of square kilo-
meters. Roughness varies with wavelength, most strongly in maria.
aI N I WINK T 1 ON
Dual frequency bistatic-radar observations of the moon have been made
using the Apollo 14. 15. and 16 spacecraft in lunar orbit. Tran%missions
f volil the collflliand-service, modules wore received (in ear0 ,!f ter reflection
from the lunar surf,-ce. Mcululat.ion on the signals, which resulted from
interaction of the electromagnetic wave with the surface, can be analymi
to give information about the latter's properties. 	 Iii this report we discuss
prob Ab i l i ty density functions  tor • ',ul • face sl opt , wh i c11 have been obt,l i fled
from these data.
The geometry and operational aspects of this experiment have been dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere (Tyler and Ilc ►war •d, 1973). theoretical background
on the radiowave scattering problem has boon developed by lyler and Ingalls
(1971). Methods for obtaining the slope density functions from Lhe resultant
radar echo spec t r,l have been cul t 1 i ned by Parker and 1 yl er (1973) ; l i pa mid
Tyler (1976) have applied these techniques to M,irs r,ld,ll data.
/lpollos 14 and 11 ► provided data at both 13 and 116 cm wavelemlths; only
13 cm was available from Apollo 16. Slope density functions were obtained
on two degree l 011th tud i n,l l cen t 0 ► • s a 1 c ► ng appl • c ► x ima tely eduatur • i,l l ground *racks.
The experimentally derived functions have been compared with 01001-00 --al
expressions and have been examined for w,lvelentith dependence. A brief review
of the back9r•ound and a summary of the results follows.
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bistatic-radar experiment, such as the une conducted here, the
signal originates at a spacecraft,moving with velocity V sc . The incoming wave
interacts with the surface, which behaves like a polished (but not perfectly
smooth) sphere. Scattering at radio frequencies is locally specular so that
most energy reaching the receiver arrives from a region near the point on the
mean sphere where angle of incidence equals angle of reflection. As the
spacecraft moves, so does the primary reflection region and over a period
of time a track is defined across the surface. Spacecraft motion also causes
the echo to be broadened because of differential Doppler offsets at each
reflection point within the primary region.
Our scattering model is based on the assumption that the echo arises
j	 from specular scattering by those parts of a gently undulating surface
which are oriented so as to reflect energy toward the receiver. The dimensions
of the scattering elements are believed to be in the range of one tr, 1000 times
the radar wavelength (a), with an effective size being about. 20OX (Tyler et
al., 1971). The size of a Fre>ne' zone (the area over which a reflection ma,
oe considered coherent) marks the upper limit of this range; at the small
end, scattering passes into the Rayleigh regime. The total echo is the
vector suns (to account for both amplitude and phase) of the individual
contrihutiens. Its fre quency dispersion is a measure of the surface roughness.
Scattering facets away from the specular point will contribute less in
proportion to their probability of being oriented for mirror-like reflection.
Each contribution to the echo will be Doppler shifted in frequency by an
amount which is proportional to the scalar product between the look vector , toward
the facet, ua , and V sc . U
the intersection of a cone
sphere (Tyler and Ingalls,
any frequency by combining
distribution of reflecting
For, this work we will
3ci of constant Doppler shift. are fuund to be along
defined by	 u a .V sc = constant	 and the planetary
1971). One can estimate the received signal at
this geometrical knowledge with a postulated
facets.
describe facets in terms of their tilt 0 with
respect to the mean spherical surface. The angle o is independent of azimuth
and is (live by,	 0 = arccos (n•u r )	 where n is the unit normal for, a facet and
u r, is the unit normal (radial) to the mean sphere. Any facet for which the
above condition holds becomes part of the distribution p(o) but only those
facets for which angle of incidence equals anclle of reflection contribute to
the echo.
The expression for power spectral density in the received echo w(f)
may be separated into two parts if one makes reasonable assumptions (Parker
and Tyler, 1973). The function il(r,$) depends solely on experimental geo-
metry, while p(0) describes the distribution of roughness. Together, they
give
w(f) = f 1(*r- , -s) p(0) d0
where the integration is performed over that part of the surface which is mutually
visible from transmitter .md receiver. The vecto r r is the position of the
spacecraft and the vector s is the position of the specular point.
If a data spectrum hl(f) is given, it becomes possible (after invoking
appropriate assumptions) to invert the computation to obtain P(0), an experi-
mental slope distribution. In performing the inversion, one assumes that
the scattering surface is homogeneous over 1.he strips which contribute to
_
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individual frequency bins; there are no a priori assumptions abuut the
form of P(0), however, so the result should be an accurate description of
the surface. in our analysis we have compared experimentally determined
11 (0) with theoretical expressions p(()).
ANALYSIS
The inversion techniques of Parker and Tyler (1973) were
applied to 13 cm wavelength data from each of the three Apollo spacecraft
and to 116 cm data from Apollos 14 and 15. The resultant slope density
functions have been compared with three theoretical expressions. Background
and information oil 	 applical+ility are contained in the Appendix.
The Gaussian law
pG (0) = (Sec 30/t, ► n 200 ) exp(-tan2u/tan200)
is mathematically convenient, allows for calculation of tan 20 in closed form,
and has been widely used in theoretical treatments of scattering (see
Beckmann and Spizzichino 1963).
The exponential law,
P E ( o ) = A exp(-tan,/tano0)
does not have the mathematical advantages of the gaussian, but its intrinsic
properties make it a good alternative to the first distribution. 	 Its use
in scattering studies Follows from substitution into the results of hodis (1966).
The third law, derived by llagfors (1964),
1) t1 (0) = B cos0 (Cos 40 + C sill 20)-3/2
W.
G
has theoretical limitations (liarr • icl,, 1970) but a.lrees well with pW-)rtary
radar ewerin ►c+nts (I vans and Hatifor •s, 196t1).	 Points central to its deviation,
a gaussian surface heittht distrihut ion and ,111 exporTont i, ► 1 surface ant icorrela-
tion function. appear to hold for at least some earth surfaces (Hayre and Moore,
I ,)(,I ) .
Our comparison of data with the above theoretical expressions was simply
through consideration of squared err•o ► •
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1.' is computod an,llytically for host fit. and one adju%ts th, , hav'Ictoristic
surface rou ghness (tango or C, depending on the il,W) to oht.lin minimum ^.i	 '
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Results of the comparisons are shown in fig. 1 for !Apollo l!, d,lta at
13 cm wavelength. Fig. la shows log lt^(, ? ) for the three theoretical density
functions while tho lower p lot gives tht , rms surface rou,Shnoss which ono would
dor • i ve from the best fit ila,^ f o. s ,i i t.r i l^u t i on { , Il (^^) (see Appendix).	 For t he
most p.+rt , the Hagfors law (sc)1 id 1 ine in 1 iq. la) provides the hest a,11-ooment
f	 with the data. Beyond shout. h0° longitude (hoth east and west) all three laws
show noticeably higher tit error because of noisier data.
In rrlaria the Hagfors and exponential laws, both of which have non-nr,iligible
{
tai ls. are clearly superior to the gaussi,ul. 	 in high kinds. thv situation is less
i
clear. with all three laws ^howin kt similar fit or • rors.	 From a sut , ,iective point
O f vie ►v, the lit' in 11i,ihlands do not ,1{ + pe,11' so good as three in III-11 th^^
nor 11 i .'a t.irnl pro, , ,lure used (See Appendix) causes the immor i c,l 1 va 1 uos
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for square error to be virtually the same, however.
The upper limit of roughness values (about B') shown for highlands in Fig.
lb may be an artifact of argument truncation in the experimental slope density
functions; only probabilities for slopes between 0 = 0' and 0 = 20° were
obtained in the inversion process. It may be that highland areas have rms
slopes greater than 80 , but that these cannot be determined unless the range
of o is extended. Certainly significant tilts at angles larger than 0 = 20°
would materially alter the rms surface slope estimate.
The apparent indifference of the fitting procedure to scattering law in
highland areas may also be an artifact of the 0 truncation. For the larger
valu-s of rms roughness, the tails of all densit y
 functions fall outside the
0 - 20" limit. Since the absence of a tail appears to be what distinguishes
the gaussian from the Hagfo rs and exponential laws in maria, the more favorable
values of e2 for the gaussian determined using the broad density functions is
F
riot surprising.
Fig. 2 shows examples of data which match, under the truncation conditions
rioted above, each of the three theoretical expressions considered. Error bars
refer to uncertainty in the inversion process; solid lines are best-fit theore-
tical curves. For the most part, the Hagfors 13w was the preferred theoretical
expression, but, as can be seen, the exponential (and occasionally the gaussian)
sometimes provided the best fit.
1h2 data were grouped into the broad classifications of maria and highlands
for further study. This differentiation was based on a subjective study of
very low resolution lunar photography; mountainous terrain was considered
highlands and the large plains were labeled maria. Since each data point
represents an average response over two degrees of longitude along the
groundtrack, it. was impossible in some cases to arrive at an unambiguous
classification. Scattering areas which included hoth mountains and plains or
which could riot be simply classified as one or "he other, were labeled
'__T
1
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"transition" regions, the breakdown for data obtained along the Apollo
15 ground track is given in Table I.
Data points were then plotted on a three variable "phase ^iagrani"
such as that shown in Fig. 3. The distance from any vertex depends on
the error incurred during fitting of the data points to the theoretical
curve. For small Hagfors errors (F '{ 1 ) relative to exponential and
gaussian, for example, DH will be less than either D  and DO and so
the data point will be closest to the Hagfors vertex of the triangle.
In this way, one can determine the relative importance of Hagfors,
exponential, and gaussian characteristics in any given set of data.
The actual Apollo 15 13 cm points are given in Fig. 4. One
should note the high percentage of points within the Hagfors third
of the phase diagram. Also, in two-way comparisons, such as the histo-
grams along each of the edges illustrate, the Hagfors law shows a
dofinite preference over either the exponential or the gaussian. Along
the bottom edge, where the gaussian and exponential laws are compared
independently of the Hagfors, the exponential is favored.
By separating the data into terrain types, as per Table 1, one
can generate phase diagrams and histograms for mare and highland points
separately. These show an extreme prejudice against the gaussian law
when	 the mare data are used exclusively	 (Fig.	 5).	 In fact when Apollo 16 mare
points are plotted	 in the same way (not shown here), no data appear on the
left hand	 side of the diagram at all.	 The distinction between Hagfors and
exponential properties in maria	 is	 less	 clear,	 though there	 is some skewing
toward the former.
When highland points are used exclusively, the preference is toward
Hagfors characteristics in two-way comparisons (Fig. 6), but the trends
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are less strong than with mare data. On the gaussian-exponential side of
the diagram, there is no clear pattern. There are fewer Highland points
than mare points, so the significance of these latter conclusions must be
less. Further, the scatter of the highland points suggests that many more
would be needed in order to draw strong conclusions. The entir a highland
analysis is intertwine( I with the trun., Jon problem discussed earlier. 	 It
may be that with better and more abundant data the apparent drift from
Hagfors toward gaussian properties in highlands will turn out to be simply
an artifact of the 20° cutoff in probability density function determination.
More data are clearly needed before these questions can be finally answered.
One should note in Figs. 4 and 5 that there are very few data points
within the interior triangle defined by the gaussian and exponential vertices
and the midpoint of the triangle. This suggests that the Hagfors law is
indeed a good compromise between the gaussian and exponential versions. The
rounded peak and the non-negligible tails which characterize the Hagfors law
make it good for transition between the two more extreme expressions. The
fact that most of the data fall within the "compromise" range rather than
toward either or both extremes indicates that we have adequately covered the
range of scattering law possibilities.
Though not shown here, the Apollo 14 and 16 13 cm data (of lower and
higher signal-to-noise ratio, respectively, than Apollo 15) are in excellent
agreement with these conclusions.
The VHF data have been analyzed in exactly the same way as the 13 cm
results.	 Fig. 7 shows the logarithm of squared error and estimated rms
surface slope for the Apollo 15 ground track at 116 cm wavelength. Rms
surface slopes in the western maria are typically 2°, while those in the
highlands range to 8°.
	
It is this same 8° apparent upper limit in highlands
_	 ^r
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which caused concern regarding a possible truncation error in the processing
of the 13 cm wavelength data. We thus view conclusions based on these high-
land results with less certainty than those for maria. Tyler (1976), on the
other hand, has found both theoretical and experimental evidence for believing
that the changt- in be.::ivior between maria and highlands is real.
The surface roughness estimates from the 13 and 116 cm data sets (Figs. 1
and 7, respectively) have been compared in Fig. 8. Ear l ier studies (Hayfors
and Evans, 1968; Parker and Tyler, 1973) havo shown wavelength dependence in back-
scatter and, from a limited analysis, wavelength dependence in oblique scatter.
The inference from Fig. 8 is that there is a strong wavelength dependence in
the scattering process thoughout mare regions. In the western maria the factor
of two difference in roughness between 13 cm and 116 cm wavelengths is consis-
tent with a surface roughness (s ► variability of form
s - Xa
where the exponent n has a value on the order of -0.3. In Montes Apenninus
there is no apparent wavelength variation; roughness at both wavelengths
appears to be about 6-8° so that a in the above expression would be 0.0. glare
Serenitatis, which appears to have wavelength dependence, but to a lesser
degree than the western maria, shows a dependence of approximately a = -0.?.
A tabulation of the wavelegth results by geographic area is given in Table I1.
One-sigma error bars represent the variability within the N data points and
not the uncertainty in obtaining those points.
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SID1 1F I)ISI KIBUTION FUNCTIONS AND RADAR CROSS SECTION
Several commonly used probability density functions for surface slopen
are given. Both unidirectional slope (slope measured along a particular
line
.,
	 as the x-axis) and ncsirectional slope (the title of a facet with
respect to the normal to the mean surface) nre used.
1. Rea, llentherington, and Mifflin 0c)61t) have defined tilt through
dA	 p^tt4^i(e^ dw
where dA is the area of an incremental scattering facet tilted an angle 9
with respect to the mean surface normal, and da) is the element of solid ankle
into Which the normal to dA points. The quantity p111PAM is the densi l % func-
tion giving the probability that Said facet normal is within du.
Projected area on the mean surface is
F '.	 dS - cos© dA = cos9 pR1111(e) d^
and the normalization requirement is
f
S	 -	 f os9 dA --	 fc ose PRi(til(^) d'u _. 1
hemisphere	 hemisphere	 hemisphere
A
1^
^r
F
As the density function Is indc-pendc-nt of azimuthal angle, the normalizntion
may be rewritten
n/2
I
2v	 1)cos0 sin0 d0	 1
yO
where d;u = sing c19 dO.
Rea, ileatherington, and Mifflin (1y65) modified their work somewhat
after llsgfors pointed out
	 that p101`t(e) was defined with respect to
the actual undulnting surface rather thin to the mcm flat surface. A new
density function can then be defined
PH 
(a)= cose 13 R11.1.1(8)
f	 1
with normalization
7c /2
2n 
f 
PIP) sine d0 _ 1
0
1'. I
2. Muhleman (1904) defined the probability density function pM(e,0)
where pM(0,0) da) is the probability that a facet normal points into solid
iagle dj) at zenith,rizimuthnl coordinates (0,0). The proper normalization
in this case is
2
1
17 7[//2ff p11(9,O) sing (19 CIO _ 1
0 C
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J
1'arker 0013), followint; ',luhlvman, ini roduc • it] a one- cllntentiionaI
density function
^n
1 1
	
r pm (0,0) to
0
where normalization is necording to
n /:
r 1.)
P 
(e) sine d?	 1
J 
0
3. Bec kmann 10eii 	 among others, ht%, ,m with .m ana ytic • vxpression
for the rottl ; lt surface C(x,y) from which a dt• nGity function pB (" X ,%, y ) +n
terms of partial dct • ivntives call he ohtnine d . Norm :tlizntion is through
w w
	
ff 1 ►lt 
(Ix C ) dr x d"	 1
, y	
_W —iU
l+, Slope prohahility density has been descrihed, by llagfors (") , )
through the function 1, S (s,0) where s
	
lane. This expression is normnl-
ized using
,^^	
aff 1,ti (s,O)s ds (10 = 1
0 0
cy ltndrical cmirdin,ovs 1, i
 malt • pw.sihle t ltrcniI;li
02 w cx2 + ` 2
Y
K ustul I tp Indvilvildunt of 0 and om- rcut • rally prefur^,
p ^(s^	 r p (^;^(1^ dt1J
if the above function-, can Iwl;in by equitt inl- t hi
is V and !t above
Q,c1) sin;l d© <I0	 {t8(s^L )^ d^. (Itt
V	 p ( t ano ,(1) t ;111cl mcc ` ^© do (1c)ti
t'11(p,c1^	 scc^P its (tano, 0)
We a l:co have
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t ( i at1E l	 f l^ (l ano o) ciOs
0
()l,-j(AlN	 j 'P ACE lb-)
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.'tt I, N10'(5)
p :'it fled 0 l) • (t an t, , O)
From -,-cot tow; 1 :111,1	 wt , have 	 ru., ; lit ,rttX4•lyl,
it /."
!t	 r
	 pH ( 0 ) sill .) (It, 	=	 t
0
ittd
It
I) (8) ,lne (10	 1
(1
F rom t Iit-sc o tit • ol t t aiiis
.
	 1,p(Q)	 •'7t I'll(,)
and t ltur:
Z
hll(^^)	 _.	 sec- t^ l^ (tatir,o)
see i
IT
lt•,1 t an© )
r---
so that
,m
W.
1t't• c• :ut also vquat, • tho i tit vgrands „t - :cc• rt ions 'A and h,
•o tl,.1t
	
r^lt(IxfC ) (I,x tic	 =	 h , (::,t1) : cl:: dc1
Y	 Y
r, (t:u+©,i + ) tanf^ :;rt' ` t^  do tit'
In t	 st•, thc•	it'll 1^, turrn (,' ,^. 1 ^oo1-tIittatr:: .111 	 (::,c+l
•' x	 ^
cuor,lln.itr ; i:•	 t rat I'll t foru;lI-d nn,I
y
a he 1.4
x	 y
• •
^. lfndnr cross section can he ohtalned in several wads. 1'o11owIIII,
tt ►c notation of set: 'tun 1, µe caul ► 't note 1 ►. ►wet• i ?It ereviItetl by It f: ►cet ar;
PI dA cos i
Where 1` 1 is power density in the incoming; plane wave anal I ir: ant:te of
Incidence oil 	 facet.
This power is reflected Into the fot'ward direction with tlenstt)
1' i . But direction of the normal to dA is uncet • tatn by Litt mummi do -;( ,I th ► •
direction of the reflected ray(s) is uncertain by
d t► 	 _ 1+ cos i ckLI
r
At a dirt. nce i •	 from the facet, t teat nwmo: power can be spread over an
.:r
nren
tl 11	 t•	 ^
g;• 	tit•
• I'he ex peeted power dew; ity at a receiv n n et„ nt unu, if 11 1s uniformly
distributed over du and I;eontetry is nut olht- ttt . ise too Iu'r•verse, is
1'i
 d.1 cos i
&I) r
r st
The rattar collation gtvt-; expected pcwci from a re:eiving ants nna of
aperture Al` as
1 ►i cr
I1.	 ^gnl.	 ?	 Ali
L; t•
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o	 t7 fill Cos t dA
e1 I1
r
huh:;tittit ton for dA and (t il l, t•1e'rw
0  - n 1 ►1;11M 0
where th\ • cotivct • ste ►n to radar c'ro y s see tIoil 111 , 1, unit area of ttic • nlcall :.urflice
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1	 I	 f
e
t
lt:l\tar cros—, :e\ • tion can As he cxllrr:;Se \d in l4 1,m:: of oth\ r den;ity
functions as
LIO	 '"	 it	 a 1► s (tan 0,0)
Cl	
seeh}0 1\ 1 (t all P
0 0	=
	
it Bel' © 
1, 11 `e
tr	
_ sec 8 1	 (^
o	 1'
11
O o	 It Svc 2 
P11
They
 la: ; t expression ahovc is idctltie';tl to the • oils derived by Itarrie • k (1\xi`1)
for ::cat te • rinl; fr\\nl a I;e'nt IY un ILJI:lt inl; surface.
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7, Gausetian FurfacoK arP nmuni; the n ►o::t ea:+iIy hancllt • cl mathematical I v .
Beckmann (1(61) uses a gausrinn height distribution and 	 surface
auto-correlation function to arrIvc it  n t ► lope density f tine t ton of the fotin
1	 I_ ^X?+`^l1 )II ( C X PC y )	 = —	 exp	 y ff
27tGx
	
2`x	 1
A	 A
1)
where b `- is the unidirectional rms Slope. This converts directly to
0
/2P (tail 0, (1)	 _	 1	 exp I _ tan 6
27t	 2
0	 0
nild thence to
p" (tall A) -
	
1 2 
cxI)	 - tan^8 ,.
c^ 
0	 0
From section 5 there can be rewritten to give
(B) see	 ( tan 2©
FtRII`I 2	
crE) _
2
?^tC	 ^
'
2txx
0 0
sec 39	 ^
7
tan` 9
itt	 (e) ^	
exl ^
27TC  ?C
xX
0 0
sede tnll 11,ei,	 (!>) __	 ,,	 exp
p [.	 1 ?C	 L
x0 xo
Itndar crass sections per unit area for the above density functions are
l
Cr	 [,(a' ^ )	 c sech0 ex 	 tan`9 f
oRUM	 2C ^	 ( ?C
x	 x0	 0
CT	 CT	 n 0
s	 I[	 5^	 p
2	
? 11
Q	 x,6y) = Kec1i0 exp (- Cx + 'Y ((
°ll	 2C	 2C	 1x°	 xo
Dual argument cross sections are those derived from density functions
requiring; normalization over two variables; sinl;le argument cross sections
are those from density functions requiring normalization over only one
variable. In either case, jT0 must be integrated over all space if total
scattered power is desired,
.9. Root mean square slope can be comI)LOO'l in a number of ways. The
easiest is by using
< fL
	 1 /2
s	 ^ 	 S^ p
O 	
5, (ti) S ds
For the density function p
•s
,	 (s) given	 in	 section '(,	 this	 leads	 to an
adirectional	 rms slope, or tilt, of
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For 1 1 . ► rkc • r e s dt-nstty tunctton, tlio : ► c1 ► ructtonal rmK slope Is obtalnvd
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For an isotropic surface, having; the same statistics to x and y directions
and independent slopes C and 	 , the Inst of the above expressions may be
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written
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In practice, vallres of radar cross section as a function of incidence
angle ,!re used to determine the corresponding probability density function
according; to the relationship of section 6. Pris slope then is obtained as
in this section above.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. (a) Fit error between experimental surface slope probability
density functions and gaussian (+), exponential (x), and Hagfors (solid line)
theoretical curves. Hagfors is somewhat better than the exponential; both
are considerably better than the gaussian. (b) RMS surface roughness approp-
H ate to best fit Hagfors law along Apollo 15 ground track at 13 cm wavelength.
2. Examples of good fits along the Apollo 16 ground track to each of
E	 the threetheoretical expressions considered. Error bars refer to uncertainty
in the data points and not to the fit between data and theoretical curves.
3. "Phase diagram" used to show data behavior with regard to each
theoretical scattering law. Distance from a vertex is based on the sq-Aare
error in the fitting process; the constant K is chosen to satisfy the identity.
In the figure, c H 2 is less than either eG2 or EE2 (indicating that the
Hagfors law provides the best fit) so that D 11 is less than either D G or
DE
 and the point is closest to the Hagfors vertex.
4. "Phase diagram" showing all 13 cm wavelength Apollo 15 points. flost
F'.	 surface slope probability density functions show best agreement with the
Hagfors law; a lesser number show best agreement with the exponential, and
the least number show best agreement with the gau-,sian. Histograms show
distribution of points when only two scattering laws are compared.
5. "Phase diagram" for 13 cm Apollo 15 points in maria. When highland
points are omitted, the distribution moves away from the gaussian scattering
law.
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6. "Phase diagram" for 13 cm Apollo 15 points in highlands. Consider-
ation of highland data only shows Nagfors preferred but with a shift away
from the exponential and towa^d the gaussian.
7. Fit error (a) and Nagfors law rms surface slope (h) from Apollo 15
data at 116 cm wavelength. Fit error shows same behavior as at 13 cm (see
Fig. I); surface roughness is noticeably lower in maria but similar in high-
lands. Sharp spike near 30°W longitude results from very irregular terrain
around the crater Euler.
8. Ratio of roughness estimates at 116 cm to those at 13 cm along the
Apollo 15 ground track (see Table 11).
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